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Harmonic gauges on Riemann surfaces and stable

bundles

Giogio VALLI

tics Department, University of Warwick,
Coventry CV4 7AL, Great Britain

. ~..... ~ ..,..... ~ ~ ...... _ -..--- -,

Vol. 6, n(; 3, 1989, p. 233-245. Analyse non linéaire

ABSTRACT. - We consider, on a compact Riemann surface M, a set of
equations, generalizing harmonic maps from M into the unitary group.
Using a 0-curvature representation, we describe every solution on S~ in

terms of appropriate holomorphic vector bundles (called unitons), extend-
ing some previous results by Uhlenbeck and the author; and we make some
remarks on the Morse and algebro-geometric stability of the solutions.

Key words : Harmonic maps, stability, gauge theories.

RESUME. 2014 Nous considerons, sur une surface de Riemann compacte
M, un systeme d’equations, généralisant les fonctions harmoniques de M
dans le groupe unitaire.
En employant une representation de Zakharov-Shabat, nous décrivons

toutes les solutions sur S2 en termes d’appropries fibres vectoriels holomor-
phes (appeles unitons), en etendant quelques resultats precedents de Uhlen-
beck et de l’auteur; nous faisons des observations sur la stabilite de Morse
et algebro-geometrique des solutions.

Classification A.M.S. : 32 G, 53 C.
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234 G. VALLI

0. INTRODUCTION

Lei r- M- De a principal U(N)-bundle over a compact Kiemann
irface M2.

We study the equations:

where: A is a unitary connection on P ~ M1, of curvature F (A); and C is
a section of T*(M)0adP [adPM2is the "adjoint bundle" associated
to P - M2 via the adjoint representation of U (N)], and p is the normalised
1 st Chern class of P.

Equations (*) generalise the harmonicity equations for maps
M2 ~ U (N), and they still maintain a variational origin (cf. § 3 and [V 2]).
Here we generalise some previous work in this subject by Uhlenbeck [U]

and Vallipv 1], to this twisted situation: we show the existence of a

recursive procedure (called "addition of a uniton" or "flag transform" in
the literature cf [U], [B-R]), which generates solutions of (*) by means
of choices of appropriate holomorphic vector subbundles.
We prove that, on the Riemann sphere, this procedure generates all

solutions of (*), starting from one with ~=0; while, on general surfaces
M2 ’s, it fails to work, as long as we reach a pair (dA, which is

semistable in the sense of Hitchin (cf [H 2]).
Our proof is based, as in [V 1], on progressive reduction of the

energy 2 b 12 of a solution (A, ~); and on a topological expression for
the decrease of energy in a flag transform.

Finally, we apply the same formula to show that the Morse (semi)-
stability of a solution (A, C) of (*) implies the (semi)-stability of the
holomorphic structure defined by the a-operator to do that, we split
the energy Hessian, restricted to a special class of variations, into sum of
two pieces, the difference of which is a topological term.
We regret that so much of the paper consists of preliminaries; our

notation is anyway the "most standard" in current literature (in particular,
cf [A -B], [D], [H] and § 1 ) .

Finally, we wish to thank J. C. Wood and N. Hitchin for having
informed us about their work.
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1. DICTIONARY

....

a t~t~~2014 --- -.- -- - 0--- * ~~~-~ 

principal U (N)-bundle. Equivalently, we may consider the associated com-
plex hermitian vector bundle v -~ M2 , associated to P - M2 via the stan-
dard representation of U (N) in ~N (we will generally prefer the vector
bundle terminology throughout the following).
The adjoint bundle ad P -> M2 is the Lie algebra bundle associated to

P - M2 via the adjoint representation of U (N) in u (N); equivalently, it
consists of the skew-hermitian elements of End ( V) .
Let ~ _ ~ (P) be the space of unitary connections on P ~ M2. Each

connection defines exterior differential operators dA, defined on
the space of sections of each of the bundles above.
Let ~ be the "gauge group" of smooth automorphisms of the principal

bundle P - M2 . Its "Lie algebra" g consists of smooth sections of the
idjoint bundle ad P 2014~ M2.
The action of ~ on P induces an action on the space of connections:

~x~~~ (1)

Finally, given a connection we may split:

From a topological point of view, complex vector bundles v - M2 are
classified by their rank, and by their 1 st Chern class:

Z) ̂-_’ z

We define the normalized lst Chern class of V ~ M2 to be

(3

later typographical convenience:

6(p1=rkD(u(V)-u(Dll (41

6. n j 3-1989.



236 G. VALLI

By a theorem of Koszul and Malgrange (cf [A-B]), each unitary connec-
tion A on V defines a unique holomorphic structure on V, such that, for
any local section s, we have:

More precisely, noiomorpmc structures on v - M- are m i - i corres-

pondance with a-operators aA on it.
In the following, we shall indicate the complex vector bundle V -~ M2,

equipped with the holomorphic structure induced by with (V, 3j.
We recall now some standard definitions.

DEFINITION 1. - A holomorphic vector bundle V -+ M2 is called stable
(resp. semistable), if, for any proper holomorphic sub bundle we

have: a (p) > 0 (resp. > 0). 
-

DEFINITION 2 (cf [H 2]). - Let V ~ M2 be a holomorphic vector bundle,
and let be a holomorphic section of End (V)0K [where K is the
canonical bundle of (1,0) forms]. We say that (V, is a stable pair (resp.
a semistable pair) if for each proper holomorphic sub bundle p c V, which
is 03A6z-invariant, we have, o(p)>0 (resp. >_ o). 

-

We consider now the case M2 We then have a complete classifica-
tion of holomorphic vector bundles.

THEOREM (Birkhoff-Grothendieck).
(i) Each holomorphic vector bundle over CP1 splits as direct sum of

holomorphic line bundles.
(ii) For each integer k, there exists one and only one holomorphic line

bundle Lk over CP1 of 1st Chern class k (up to isomorphism).
Using this well known classification theorem, it’s easy to prove the

following.

LEMMA 1. - Let V ~ CP1 be a holomorphic vector bundle, and let 03A6z
be a holomorphic section of End Suppose (V, is a semistable
pair. Then:

( i) ~=0;
(ii) p, (V) is an integer;
(iii) V splits as direct sum of N = rk V copies of the line bundle 

Proof - By the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem, we can split V into
the direct sum of N line bundles. Let p ~ V be the holomorphic subbundle
generated by the line bundles of highest 1 st Chern class; then we have
i (P) > unless p = V.

By standard arguments involving the positivity of the 1 st Chern class
of the tangent bundle of S2 (cf [V 1]), p must lie in the kernel of ~~. In
particular it is 03A6z-invariant, so that we must have, by the semistability

’ 
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1>.. = O. D
More generally, on Riemann surfaces of greater genus, stable pairs form

a moduli space (cf [H 2]).

3. THE EQUATIONS

Let V ~ M2 be a complex hermitian vector bundle, A~A a unitary
connection on V, and C a skew-hermitian section of End M2.

[Equivalently, is the associated principal U(N)-bundle,
and C is a section of 

We want to study the following system of equations:
... ,

J~ ~ ~ ..L ~, ~.~ ~-~ Jt.

on M2, then Cbz is a section of and (*) is equivalent to
(~): 

.

FfA) +?., !)-)= -2n! * n(V) Tt . - -. .

of the term * (V), which needs a volume form on M2 in order to be
defined. Alternatively, let Jl- be any 2-form on MZ, such that is

integral, and represents the 1 st Chern class C1 (V) (this constraint is due
to Proposition 2 below, and to the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic
classes). Then we can replace with £, in (*), and throughout
the following. And, up to a choice of , equations (*) are conformally
invariant.

REMARK. - Equations (*) are "gauge" invariant under the ~-action:

A 1-+ g* A, O = g ~ ~ W g (5)

0=0. Then (*) becomes:

F(A)= -2~~Li(V)

We can generalize this fact, as follows.
Let (A, 4Y) be as above. We consider the loop of unitary connections

on V - M2:
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(i) (A, c1» is a solution of (*).
(ii) At has constant central curvature F (At) _ - 2 x i * ~, (V), V t E [0, 2 ~t).

Proo f
03A6]+cos t d, 03A6+sen t d 03A6+sen t d * O. I-1

of the form (6), an "Uhlenbeck loop".
By proposition 2, Uhlenbeck loops are in natural bijective correspondance

with the space of solutions of (*), modulo the SI-action Ðz r--+ e‘t 4Y~.
The system of equations (*) has a simple variational origin. Suppose

we take two unitary connections on V - M2; we call them B, C (we
should call them An, A o, because of Proposition 2, but we prefer to avoid
proliferation of indexes).
We define B, C to be harmonic one with respect to the other (cf [v 2])

if fixing one of them (say C) then the other (say B) is critical, with respect
to the ~-action, with respect to the natural, conformally invariant, norm
(Energy) on the space of connections d:

II II - r

~r cacn vanauon gt:

Vp

- -,-- v. ~~-.. ~> ~... vv wm.vvm J vvroa.rvwmv 

trvature:

(i) B and C are harmonic one with respect to each other.
(ii) ( B - C) are a solution of (*).

Proof. - Band C are harmonic one with respect to each other if and
only if 

And
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group G is G = { smooth maps M2 -+ U (N)}. Set C = 0, the zero connection;
and, for f~G set and A, C, as above. Then (A, 1» is a
solution of (*) if and only if f is an harmonic map f : M2 -+ 
(ef [H 1], [U], [V 1]). "

PROPOSITION 4. - Let (A, CI» be a solution of (*).
The second variation of energy is then:

(9)

we have:

~!B,-CP=2(B:, 

I(u, K) =1/2~ ! B.-C ~ !,=. =f~ M f+  B -C, [dRu, u]~

*~* ’-’.1.~"""" ’-’.1. 

Let (A, ~) be a solution of (*) on V ~ M2 ; and let At be the associated
Uhlenbeck circle of connections (6).
For each complex subbundle pc:V, let p be the associated hermitian

projection operator p : V ~ p, Let us associate to p the closed

1-parameter subgroup of ~: 
-

gt =exp ( itp), t E [0, 2 ~]

~ v 1

(i) At- is an Uhlenbeck loop;
(ü) p is a ~A-holomorphic subbundle of V, and it is 03A6z-invariant.
Proof. - At is certainly a loop of unitary connections With constant

central curvature. We have to check When it is of the form (6), for

appropriate 03A6~, A -. Now, if then we have:

A- =Az+03BB-103A6z;
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A "~ y ) . ~ _v

~ ’:: 

iv ‘...1 is ~_~, ~ _ s,li i 
~r.~... ---- ---------- ..----

~1,, Â. - 2.
.-...... ~_n

We call equations ( 11) "uniton equations" (c, f. We call a subbundle

satisfying equations ( 11) (i. e. aA-holomorphic and 03A6z-invariant) a
"uniton"; and we say that the new Uhlenbeck loop A§ has been obtained
from Ar by addition of the uniton p (cf. [U]), or by "flag transform" (cf.
[B-R 1 ], [B-R 2]). 

-

Consistently with paragraph 3, given a solution (A, C) of (*), we call
E=2 ~ ~ the energy of the solutions (A, ct».

PROPOSITION 5. - Let (A, 0) be a solution of (*) on V - M2; and let
(A", 1>-) be obtained from (A, 4Y) by addition of the uniton T~hen we
have: 

~

i/~Ac_)~~~)2 )/~!2_")..-2014/-A 

we get:

~" == 2014~/) n~-t-

I I~1 l ~ I

Proposition 5 follows then from Lemma 6, in next paragraph. D

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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5. A FORMULA

a -m.

Riemann surface M2, equipped with a hermitian metric; let A be a unitary
connection on V, and I>=I>%+I>~ a skew-hermitian section of

LEMMA 6. - Suppose (A, 1» satisfy the lst eq. 6~(~r):
F(A)+1/2[~ ~]=-27cf~u(V)

associated hermitian projection operator. Then we have: 
-

(14)

the associated exterior differential, then we have, for each section v of p:
~03BD=pdA03BD=dA03BD-dAp03BD

F(V) =p(F

)nr~ Tr~~2014 ) r 

But we have:

I- , , 1 1 ~ /1 ) t ? I 

6, n° 3-1989.
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6. MAIN RESULTS

----~_~~.~ _ _ "’ , ~ _ _ 
-. - 

., "’, "’,

exists a solution of (*) (A°, ~°) such that:
(i) «V, ~Ao), is a semistable pair;
(ü) (A, 4Y) is obtained from (A°, 1>°) by a finite number of flag transforms,

each one making the energy Ei = 2 j l>i 12 increse by a positive integral multiple
of 8 ( V) .

Proof - If «V, ~~, is not a semistable pair, then there exists a
~A-holomorphic subbundle pc v, 03A6z-invariant, and with a (p_)  0.

Therefore p is a unit on, and we may add it to (A, produce a
new solution (A " , 1>-) of (*), such that:

AE=2( 11>-12-B1>12)=4 (B1>: 12_II>",12)=81Ccr(P)0

Moreover 

rr ~rl 

stop, when we reach a semistable pair (A°, ~o). p 
-

THEOREM 8. - Let {A, ~) be a solution of {*) on V -~ Then:

(i)  (V) is an integer;
(ii) {A, ~) is obtained from a solution {A°, 4Y°), with:

f ~°-(1

.’ J J J V ~ ~-~ ~~« I t

increase by an integral multiple of 8 (iI~. 1 ,.
(iii) V, with the ~A0-holomorphic structure, is a direct sum of N copies of

the line bundle - CPB
(iv) E=2~~= 1/8 ~ {a~(V)+~} where bEZ.

Proof - It easily follows from Theorem 7, Lemma 1, and Proposi-
tion 5. 0

Remarks. - The flag transforms in Theorems 7, 8 may be chosen to
be "canonical" in some sense. For example, we can choose at each step
the most energy-decreasing unit on, which is the one generated by all the
unitons V, with cr (p’) > O. Another possible "canonical" choice, when

is to choose the image bundle (or the kernel bundle) of 4Y~ at
each step as uniton: it is not necessarily energy decreasing, but it arrives
to the 0-energy solution, after a finite number of steps, as in Theorem 8.

Annales de Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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the factoriza.tion, when M2 with a unicity result, cf iWq.
Let (A, 4Y) be a solution of (*) on V -~ M2. We want to use Lemma 6

in order to study the energy hessian:
(Q)

. 

_ J 
. - 

.. , 
- - - - _- _ -- _ - - 

, ~

We consider infinitesinal variations of the form u = ip, where p : V ~ p
is the hermitian projection operator onto a complex subbundle p c: V; we
may call this kind of variations Grassmannian variations. 

~

PROPOSITION 9. - 7here exist two quadratic functionals H 1 (p, p),
H2 (p, p), on the space of Grassmannian variations, such that we have:

J 
- -------

H1

A...1.- -.r - L....-J

COROLLARY 10. - Suppose the energy hessian (9) of a given solution
(A, 4Y) of (*) is positive definite (resp. semipositive).

Then the bundle (V, is stable (resp. semistable).

Proof - If (V, ~A) is not (semi)-stable, then 3 pV~A-holomorphic
subbundle, with cr(p)  0 (resp.  0). Let us take a variation u = ip E g, with
p projection onto p. Then we have:

H2 (p, p)  o, so that:

be a ~A-holomorphic, 03A6z-invariant sub bundle (i. e. a uniton), and let
~ 

p: "
V -~ p be the associated projection.
Then u = ip is critical point for the functional (9) :

H(ll). p]|2

______ __ ____ 

._L 
- 

_J ----- - _u ----------

Proof - Because of Proposition 9, it’s sufficient to show that p is a
critical point of:

VoL 6, nC 3-1989.
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1 i1V v~ ~~~ 

with gt : (2014s, s) - ~] are of the form:
r~/~-4-rrf/~==o ( 20)

Bf~~9 ~~A ~~9 
~~~~~~~

the lst and 2nd term in H2 (p, p).
But D’(P) = 0, because so p is a minimum of and

therefore a critical point for the space of p’ s.
Similarly, D"(p)=0, because p is 03A6z-invariant. Therefore, if p is a

uniton, it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations (20). D 
-

Remark. - Corollary 11 still holds if p is an "antiuniton", i. e. a

~A-antiholomorphic, 03A6z-invariant subbundle of V. Indeed, just repeat the
proof above, considering now or observe that p is a antiuniton if and

only if p1 is a uniton; and that H (ip, ip) = H for each p. D

7. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS

Question 1. - Is the converse of Corollary 10 true?
This question is closely related to the following:
Question 2. - Is the converse of Corollary 11 true ; in other words: is

every. critical point of the functional (9) on the space of complex subbundles
of V either a uniton or antiuniton?

Question 3. - Is it possible to generalize some of the constructions and
of the results in this paper to the case when M is a Kähler manifold?
For a partial answer to Question 3, see [0-V], where factorization

theorems for pluriharmonic maps (in the sense of Ohnita [0]) into Lie
groups are obtained.

Question 4. - Motivated by a theorem of Gaveau (cf [G]), we ask if
the following is true.

Let V -~ M2 be a complex vector bundle on a compact Riemann surface
M2; and let (B, C) be two unitary connections on V, qith constant central
curvature F (B) = F ( C) = - 2 x i * p (V).

Then there exists a unitary connection B -, gauge equivalent to B, such
that B", C, are harmonic one with respect to the other.

This would give information on the moduli space of solutions of (*).
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